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ABSTRACT: Large-area patterned surfaces with chemical
and/or morphological gradients have significant applications
in biology, chemistry, and materials science. In this work, we
developed a unique lithographic strategy to fabricate 2D and
3D gradient patterns with gradually varying feature size or
height over centimeter-scale areas by utilizing a large-area
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) tip array with programmable tip
apex as a conformal photomask in near-field photolithography.
Meanwhile, a new strategy was developed to create the PDMS
tip array with graded apex size, which was employed to
fabricate gradient patterns with the lateral feature sizes changing from sub-100 nm to several microns on one single substrate over
macroscopic (square centimeter) areas. Furthermore, 3D gradient patterns with spatially varying feature height were enabled by
employing gradient exposure dose. The formation of gradient feature size was ascribed either to gradient contact areas between
tips and substrates or to exposure dose gradient. This lithography strategy combines the advantages of a wide range of feature
sizes, simplicity, high-throughput, low-cost and diversified feature shapes, making it a facile and flexible approach to manufacture
various functional gradient structures.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In recent years, patterns with tunable gradients of feature sizes,
chemical, and physical properties1−8 have drawn considerable
attention owing to their variously significant applications
ranging from biology and nanotechnology to materials
science.9−15 On the one hand, the gradient patterns could be
utilized in fast and systematic screening of the behaviors of a
large number of samples (e.g., cell adhesion).10,16 On the other
hand, the gradient patterns could also be employed for
investigating dynamic phenomena such as the movement of
water drops and cell migration and differentiation.10,16−19 For
example, patterns with gradually changing feature sizes
spanning the nano- and microscale on one single substrate
were recently used to probe important chemical and biological
processes.15,16,20,21 These patterns also open up the oppor-
tunity to study the statistic behaviors of a large population of
samples with uniform experimental condition.16 Besides 2D
gradient patterns, 3D structures with spatially varying heights
possess programmable surface area, mechanical compliance,
and electromagnetic properties, which enable them to be used
in various important applications, such as force sensing and
light trapping.1,2,17,22 For example, a library of polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) elastomeric micropost array with spatially
distributed mechanical compliances has been used to study the
impacts of varying physical height on cell morphology, focal
adhesion, and differentiation on one single substrate where the
uniform biological environment is maintained.1

Although a large number of lithographic techniques, such as
electron beam lithography (EBL),23−25 UV-assisted capillary
force lithography,26 serial scanning-probe-based lithography
(SPL),27,28 and contact printing,29,30 have been developed to
fabricate patterns with gradient feature size or chemical
composition, the production of patterns with tunable gradient
feature sizes ranging from sub-100 nm to micrometer-length
scales across centimeter-scale areas on one single substrate
remains a challenge.31,32 Recently, by tilting an elastomeric
pyramidal pen array in the context of SPL,16,28,33,34

combinatorial patterns with the dot sizes ranging from nano-
to microscale have been realized, and the products of this
enable a rapid and systematic screening of mesenchymal stem
cell adhesion.16,20 More recently, 3D polymer brushes have
been fabricated in a massively parallel manner by controlling
the spacing of nanofeatures based on an SPL platform.35−38

Nevertheless, the production of gradient patterns by SPL
strategies including polymer-pen lithography (PPL), beam-pen
lithography (BPL) and dip-pen nanodisplacement lithography
(DNL) demands an SPL platform and highly specific
professional skills.16,20,35,39−41 Thus, until now, the fabrication
of 2D- and 3D-graded patterns with gradient lateral feature size
and spatially varying feature height over centimeter-scale areas
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in a simple and cost-effective manner is still challenging for
state-of-the-art lithographic strategies.10,42,43

Photolithography is the major workhorse in the fabrication of
micro/nanoscale structures over large areas owing to its highly
parallel process, reliability, and well-established facilities and
protocols.11,44,45 However, there is difficulty with using this
method in forming gradient patterns using conventional
photomasks and photolithography. Previously, it was demon-
strated that transparent PDMS reliefs could be used as
photomasks to enable micro/nanostructures effectively because
of their conformal merit, ease of use, and phase-shifting
effect.39,46,47 It was reported that the effective exposure doses at
contact areas and at noncontact areas between transparent
PDMS reliefs and underlying photoresist surface were different
in near-field photolithography.48,49 This difference could enable
the selective exposure of the photoresist at contact areas while
keeping the photoresist at noncontact regions under-
exposed.42,45,48,49 Furthermore, it was also reported that the
exposure dose could be adjusted to manipulate the size of the
produced feature.42,45 In state-of-the-art PDMS-structure-based
lithographical strategies, the apex size of the PDMS relief is
uniform across the whole tip array.21,45,47 Hence, the patterns
with uniform feature size are largely produced in these
approaches, whether for microscale or nanoscale feature
size.48,50 Herein, we report the generation of combinatorial
patterns with gradient feature size ranging from sub-100 nm to
microscale over square centimeter areas on one single substrate
by employing unmodified an elastomeric PDMS tip array as
photomask. On the one hand, a novel avenue was developed to
fabricate a silicon trench array and corresponding PDMS tip
array with graded apex size. The PDMS tip array with gradient
apex size was utilized to fabricate the aforementioned gradient
patterns via photolithography. One the other hand, a PDMS tip
array with uniform apex size was also employed to enable
gradient patterns by exploiting near-field photolithography with
the assistance of several different approaches, including
applying gradient pressure between elastomeric photomask
and substrate, oblique incident light exposure, and gradient
exposure energy from the light source. Furthermore, 3D
gradient polymer structures with spatially varying feature
heights were fabricated via gradient exposure energy.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of Recessed Silicon Molds and Corresponding

PDMS Tip Array. Shipley1805 (MicroChem) photoresist was spin-
coated on Si/SiO2 (100) wafers with a 280 nm thick SiO2 layer to
perform conventional photolithography on mask aligner (SUSS MJB4
UV400 from SUSS MicroTec company) using conventional Cr-coated
hard photomasks. For generation of the recessed silicon trenches with
gradient apex size at the bottom of the trenches, the conventional
photomask with gradient microscale initial feature sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6
μm on one single photomask was employed. For production of the
recessed silicon trenches with uniform sub-100 nm apex size, the initial
photomask with a uniform microscale feature size of 2 μm was utilized.
After exposure and development of photoresist, the samples were put
in buffered oxide etch (BOE, NH4F/HF = 7:1, v/v, Transene
Company) for 4 min to etch away the unprotected SiO2 inside the
photoresist features. After removal of photoresist from the sample
surface by sonication in acetone, the samples were placed in KOH
etching solution (30% KOH in H2O/isopropanol (4:1 v/v)) at 75 °C
to etch the exposed silicon features anisotropically, leading to the
formation of recessed trench array with oblique sidewalls. For the
initial feature sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 μm on the same silicon substrate,
the wet etching for 1.5 min produced the apex sizes of 30 ± 8 and 480
± 33 nm and 1.3 ± 0.14, 2.5 ± 0.19, and 4.1 ± 0.32 μm at the bottom

of silicon trenches, respectively. For the uniform initial feature size of 2
μm, the etching for 2 min produced the uniform apex size of 30 ± 8
nm at the bottom of trenches across the silicon trench array. After
anisotropic etching, the remaining SiO2 on the silicon mold was
removed by putting samples in BOE. At last, the silicon molds were
modified with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (Gelest) by
gas-phase silanization to facilitate the release of the PDMS structures
from these molds.

Replication of PDMS Tip Array from the Molds. Hard/soft
PDMS composites replicated from the silicon molds were utilized in
near-field photolithography. The hard PDMS (h-PDMS) layer was
composed of 3.4 g of vinyl-rich prepolymer (VDT-731, Gelest) and
1.0 g of hydrosilane-rich cross-linker (HMS-301). A 20 ppm w/w
amount of platinum catalyst (platinumdivinyltetramethyldisiloxane
complex in xylene, SIP 6831.1, Gelest) and 0.1% w/w modulator
(2,4,6,8-tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane, Fluka) were required
to add into the vinyl fraction for PDMS cross-linking. To prepare the
soft PDMS (s-PDMS) mixture, the cross-linker and liquid PDMS
elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Singapore Pte. Ltd.) were
mixed in a 1:10 ratio (w/w). The PDMS mixture was stirred and
degassed. The h-PDMS mixture was spin-coated on the thus obtained
silicon molds or photoresist-patterned molds and cured at 70 °C for 5
min. Subsequently, a liquid prepolymer layer of s-PDMS (3 mm) was
poured onto the h-PDMS layer. After curing for 2 h, the hard/soft
PDMS tip array was separated from the molds and used for
photolithography.

Fabrication of Gradient Patterns Using PDMS Tip Array as
Photomask in Photolithography. Shipley1805 (MicroChem)
photoresist could be prediluted with propylene glycol monomethyl
ether acetate (MicroChem). The Si/SiO2 (100) wafers were spin
coated with 20% (v/v) diluted photoresist and undiluted photoresist at
2500 rpm for 30 s to obtain 50 nm thick and 500 nm thick layers of
photoresist, respectively. The photoresist-coated substrates were baked
on a hot plate at 110 °C for 5 min before being used for
photolithography. When the thus obtained PDMS tip array was
placed on the photoresist-coated substrate surface manually, the van
der Waals force brought PDMS in intimate and conformable contact
with the underlying photoresist surface. A halogen light source (Fiber-
lite Illuminators MI150, Dolan-Jenner) with Singale gooseneck
BG2820 M with LH-759 lens was used to expose the photoresist
through the PDMS photomask. Typically, the distance between the
optical lens and underlying photoresist surface was 7 cm. The light
with an exposure energy of 45 mw/cm2 was used to expose the 50 nm
thick photoresist at the contact areas between PDMS tip apexes and
underlying substrate surfaces selectively. The typical exposure time was
10 s, and the development time was 15 s. Appropriate exposure dose
was essential to ensure that the photoresist at the contact areas was
selectively exposed because the increased exposure dose would make
all photoresist be exposed completely. For production of the gradient
patterns by applying nonuniform force, a force of 0.4 N was applied to
one side of PDMS tip array, but no force was applied to the other side
of the tip array during exposure. Specifically, after the PDMS tip array
was placed in intimate contact with the photoresist-coated silicon
wafers, a released-reverse (self-closing) tweezer (PELCO Reverse, Flat,
TED PELLA, INC.) with a closing force of 0.4 N was employed to
grip one side of PDMS tip array together with underlying silicon wafer
but not the other side of the PDMS tip array. Therefore, the self-
closing tweezer only applied pressure on one side of the PDMS array
but not at the other side. After exposure, the self-closing tweezer was
released and removed. For generation of gradient patterns using
oblique light exposure, the incident light was illuminated with the
angle of 45° relative to the vertical direction for exposure. To produce
gradient patterns by making use of the exposure energy gradient
resulting from light source, the distance between optical lens and
underlying photoresist-coated surface was controlled to be 2 cm, and
the exposure time was 2 s. The decreased distance between optical lens
and photoresist surface not only enhanced the inhomogeneity of
exposure energy because of the enlarged light spot size, but also
increased the average exposure energy. For fabrication of 3D gradient
patterns with varying feature height, a light with an exposure energy of
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250 mw/cm2 was used to expose the 500 nm thick photoresist with an
exposure time of 2 s. After photolithography, the photoresist patterns
were evaporated with 12 nm Cr or 5 nm Cr/10 nm Au using electron
beam evaporation, followed by photoresist liftoff in Remove PG
(MicroChem Inc., USA) or acetone. Finally, the obtained gradient
patterns were characterized using SEM (JEOL JSM-7600), AFM (Park
Systems Co.) and optical microscopy (Olympus).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In principle, if the PDMS tip array with a gradient of apex size
ranging from nanoscale at one side to microscale at the other
side is created, then it can be used to produce the patterns with
a gradient feature size via near-field photolithography, because
the apex sizes or contact areas between tip apex and underlying
substrate surface define the size of the feature produced (Figure
1a).28,48 In this work, by utilizing conventional photo-

lithography followed by anisotropic wet etching, we developed
a facile method to construct a recessed silicon trench array with
the gradient apex size ranging from sub-100 nm to microscale
on one single substrate (Figure S1 in Supporting Information).
Hence, a PDMS graded tip array could be replicated from the
obtained silicon mold and used for near-field photolithography.
For fabrication of the graded PDMS tip array, first,

conventional Cr-based photomasks with gradient microscale
feature sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 μm were utilized to generate
gradient features in a 1:1 ratio on silicon wafer surface via
conventional photolithography (Figure S1a,b in Supporting
Information). Because the silicon anisotropic wet-etching speed
in the vertical direction was the same, the large initial features
required a longer etching time to get sharp apexes at the
bottom of V-shape silicon trenches than did small initial
features. Hence, by controlling the etching time, one side of the
silicon wafer could be constructed with nanoscale apex size of

30 ± 8 nm, whereas the other side of the same wafer could be
created with increased apex size up to 4.1 ± 0.32 μm (Figure
2a−d). Consequently, the PDMS tip array with corresponding
gradient apex sizes changing from 60 ± 9 nm to 4.1 ± 0.31 μm
could be replicated from the above obtained silicon mold
(Figures 2e−h and S1e−f). By employing this gradient PDMS
tip array as photomask in photolithography, the gradient
photoresist patterns could be produced (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). This was because the photoresist at
contact areas between tips apexes and underlying photoresist
could be selectively exposed completely, whereas the photo-
resist at noncontact areas was partially exposed (Figure S2c−d
in the Supporting Information).48 Therefore, after metal
evaporation and photoresist liftoff, only the metals at the
contacted areas were left. Hence, metal line patterns with
gradient line width increasing from 80 ± 10 nm at one side (X
coordinate = 0 mm) to 4.15 ± 0.32 μm at the other side (X
coordinate = 6 mm) of the same substrate could be achieved
(Figures 2i−l and 3n). Besides line patterns, a dot array with
gradient spot size could also be achieved by utilizing a PDMS
pyramidal tip array with gradient apex size as a photomask
(Figure 3). The generated gradient dot size changed gradually
from 80 ± 9 nm to 3.95 ± 0.24 μm across large areas (Figures
3i−l,n). It was found that both the PDMS tip apex size and
correspondingly produced metal feature size increased
monotonously with the increment of initial feature size on
conventional Cr-based photomasks (Figure 3m). Furthermore,
the produced feature shapes were the same as the PDMS tip
apex shapes for all the feature shapes explored here, including
straight line, stripe, dot, and square (Figures 2 and 3),
demonstrating that the photoresist at contacted areas was
selectively exposed.
In addition to the delivery of energy in photolithography,

PDMS-based micro/nanostructures have also been widely used
as powerful tools to deliver materials directly on substrates for
construction of micro/nanostructures, as in the cases of soft
lithography and molecular printing.51−53 For example, by
controlling the amount of metal ions in the block copolymer
matrix, scanning probe block copolymer lithography enables
the synthesis and position of sub-10 nm individual nano-
particles in large areas in situ.41 In these strategies, the size of
contact region between the PDMS tip apex and substrate
surface is the key to define produced feature size because the
materials are selectively delivered to substrate surface at these
regions. Herein, the PDMS tip array with a gradient of apex size
was successfully utilized to fabricate the patterns with gradient
feature size ranging from sub-100 nm to several microns over
centimeter-scale areas via contact printing (Figures S3 and S4
in the Supporting Information). This strategy could be
employed to fabricate the smallest silver dot size of 51 ± 7
nm (Figure S3g in the Supporting Information). In contrast,
the produced feature size was homogeneous when the PDMS
tip array with uniform apex size was utilized in contact printing
(Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Variously shaped
patterns were enabled in this manner. It demonstrated that the
PDMS tip array with gradient apex size could be utilized to
define materials with gradient feature size via different
lithographic strategies.
Recently, the pressure between elastomeric PDMS tip array

and underlying sample surface has been expolited as a
significant tool to control the feature size and reaction rate in
the context of SPL.33,34,40,54,55 In this study, besides the PDMS
tips with gradient apex size, the PDMS tip array with uniform

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of producing gradient patterns over
centimeter-scale areas using PDMS tip array as photomask in near-
field photolithography. (a) The PDMS tip array with graded apex size
was utilized to produce patterns with gradient feature size increased
gradually from less than 100 nm at the left side to microscale at the
right side. (b) The external force was applied at one side of the PDMS
tip array with uniform apex size but not applied at the other side
during exposure, leading to the generation of gradient patterns. (c)
The oblique incident light exposure brought about the exposure dose
gradient, which led to the gradient feature size. (d) Utilization of
graded exposure energy resulted from light source to produce gradient
patterns.
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Figure 2. Fabrication of gradient line patterns by employing PDMS tip array with gradient apex size as photomask in photolithography. (a, b, c, and
d) SEM images of silicon trenches with the apexes sizes of 30 ± 8 nm, 480 ± 33 nm, 1.3 ± 0.14 μm, and 4.1 ± 0.32 μm respectively, which were
located at the positions with X coordinates of 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 mm, respectively, on the same substrate. The above silicon trenches were fabricated
from initial patterns with the feature sizes of 1, 2, 3, and 6 μm, respectively, on conventional Cr-based photomask. (e, f, g, and h) SEM images of
PDMS tips with the apexes sizes of 60 ± 9 nm, 500 ± 35 nm, 1.3 ± 0.11 μm, and 4.1 ± 0.31 μm, respectively, which were replicated from the silicon
trenches in a, b, c, and d, respectively. (i, j, k, and l) SEM images of Cr lines with the line widths of 80 ± 10 nm, 510 ± 39 nm, 1.4 ± 0.14 μm, and
4.15 ± 0.32 μm, respectively, which were fabricated by using the PDMS tips in e, f, g, and h, respectively.

Figure 3. Fabrication of gradient dot patterns by employing PDMS pyramidal tip array with gradient apex size. (a, b, c, and d) SEM images of the
recessed silicon pyramids with the apex sizes of 30 ± 8 nm, 500 ± 35 nm, 1.4 ± 0.12 μm, and 3.9 ± 0.22 μm, respectively, which were located at the
positions with X coordinates of 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 mm, respectively. (e, f, g, and h) SEM images of PDMS pyramidal tips with the apexes sizes of 60 ± 9
nm, 510 ± 45 nm, 1.4 ± 0.11 μm, and 3.9 ± 0.26 μm, respectively, which were replicated from the silicon pyramids in a, b, c, and d, respectively. (i, j,
k, and l) SEM images of Cr dot arrays with the edge lengths of 80 ± 9 nm, 600 ± 55 nm, 1.5 ± 0.12 μm, and 3.95 ± 0.24 μm, respectively, which
were made by the PDMS tips in e, f, g, and h, respectively. (m) Plot of PDMS tip apex size and correspondingly produced Cr dot size as a function of
the initial feature size on conventional photomask. (n) Plot of produced metal dot size and line width of gradient patterns as a function of X
coordinates on substrate.
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apex size could also be employed to generate gradient patterns
by applying nonuniform pressure on the backside of
elastomeric photomasks during exposure (Figure 4). Specifi-
cally, the external force was applied at one side of elastomeric
photomask, but no force was applied at the other side. Because
of the elastic nature of PDMS, the external force led to the
deformation of tips beneath the force applied position.23,35

Thereby the contact areas enlarged at these regions. As the
other side of the PDMS photomask was free of force, the
deformation of tips decreased gradually from the force-applied
side to the other, force-free side, and so did the contact areas.
Consequently, the gradient patterns with the line width
changed from 685 ± 60 nm at the force-applied side to 90 ±
10 nm at the other, force-free side of substrate were generated
(Figure 4a−e). Because the periodicity of all patterns was the
same (2 μm), the above gradient patterns also exhibited
gradient spacing changing from 1.3 ± 0.12 μm at one side to
1.9 ± 0.02 μm at the other side (Figure 4a−d). Besides the
gradient patterns with varied line width from one end to the
other end for the same lines, the gradient patterns with line
width changed from one line to other lines could also be
obtained by changing the external force-applied position
(Figure 4e−f). Noticeably, both the centimeter-scale soft
photomask and fabricated gradient patterns displayed diffrac-
tion color (Figure 4g), indicating of an ordered distribution of
surface textures over the soft mask surface as well as the
obtained gradient patterns. The atomic force microscopy

(AFM) topographical image demonstrated that the fabricated
Cr patterns had an average height of 12 ± 0.9 nm (Figure 4h−
i).
Besides utilization of gradient contact areas to fabricate

graded patterns as explored above, exposure dose gradient can
also be exploited to enable gradient patterns using the
transparent PDMS tip array with uniform apex size as
photomask in near-field photolithography (Figure 1c,d). This
is because the increased exposure dose leads to the increment
of feature size.28 Consequently, herein we explored the
fabrication of gradient patterns by utilizing oblique incident
light for exposure (Figures 1c and 5). In the case of exposure
with oblique incident light, the side of photomask near the light
source received larger exposure dose than the other side far
away from the light source did, leading to the formation of
exposure dose gradient distribution across the photomask.
Consequently, the generated Au dot size decreased monoto-
nously from the side near the light source to the other side far
away from the light source on substrate (Figure 5a−f). Besides
the feature shapes of dot and line, gradient patterns with other
feature shapes could also be enabled by utilizing the
correspondingly shaped PDMS tip array as photomask. For
example, by making use of the PDMS grid tip array in this
lithographic fashion, the metal grid patterns with gradient line
width from 675 ± 59 to 110 ± 11 nm could be produced
(Figure 5h−l). Additionally, with the straight PDMS tip array
as photomask, the patterns with gradually changed line width

Figure 4. Creation of gradient patterns by applying nonuniform force on two sides of elastomeric photomask. (a, b, c, and d) SEM images of Cr line
segments with the line widths of 685 ± 60, 472 ± 36, 218 ± 22, and 90 ± 10 nm, respectively, which were located at the positions with X
coordinates of 0, 3, 4.5, and 6 mm, respectively, on substrate. (e) The Cr line widths changed as a function of X coordinates from one end to the
other end of the same lines. (f) The Cr line widths changed as a function of X coordinates from one side to the other side of the substrate for
different lines. (e and f, insets) Gradient line width change directions. (g) Optical images of centimeter-scale elastomeric photomask, left, and
correspondingly produced gradient patterns, right. (h) 3D AFM topographical image of the Cr lines in d. (i) AFM height profile of the blue line
across the patterns in h indicating of the uniform height of 12 ± 0.9 nm for the Cr patterns.
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were also enabled in this manner (Figure S6 in the Supporting
Information). In principle, this lithography methodology could
also allow for the production of gradient patterns with other
diversified shapes by exploiting the PDMS tips with
corresponding shapes as photomasks.
In addition to the oblique light exposure induced exposure

dose gradient, the nonuniform exposure energy from point light
source could also lead to an exposure dose gradient across the
substrate surface (Figures 1d and 6). The exposure energy of
incident light from the lens of the halogen light source used
here was not absolutely homogeneous within the light spot.
The exposure energy in the center of light spot was the highest,
and that in the surrounding areas was the lowest. Hence, the
photoresist below the central part of PDMS photomasks
received a larger effective exposure dose than that in
surrounding areas did. As a result, the obtained gradient
patterns had the largest photoresist dot size of 508 ± 45 nm in
the center of substrate (X coordinate = 8 mm) and the smallest
dot size of 95 ± 10 nm at the edge of substrate (X coordinate =

0 mm, Figure 6a−f). Likewise, the gradient line patterns were
also constructed with the largest line width of 534 ± 57 nm in
the center and the smallest line width of 180 ± 21 nm in the
surrounding areas of substrate (Figure 6g−l). Furthermore, the
obtained gradient photoresist patterns could be transferred into
silicon to fabricate the pyramidal silicon molds with gradient
apex size (Figure S7a−e in the Supporting Information). The
apex sizes of fabricated gradient silicon molds increased from
the edge to the center, and then decreased from the center to
the other edge. Consequently, the corresponding PDMS
pyramidal tip array with gradient apex size could be replicated
from the above silicon molds and could be employed as the
second-generation photomask to fabricate gradient patterns in
near-field photolithography (Figure S7f−m in the Supporting
Information). It demonstrated that the PDMS tip array with
gradient apex size and correspondingly fabricated gradient
patterns were transferable between each other.
Near-field photolithography using the PDMS tip array with

gradient exposure energy not only enables gradient lateral

Figure 5. Construction of gradient metal patterns using oblique incident light for exposure through PDMS photomasks. (a, b, c, d, and e) SEM
images of gold dot array with the feature sizes of 570 ± 50, 369 ± 37, 250 ± 23, 180 ± 19, and 99 ± 10 nm, respectively, which were positioned from
the left side to the right side of substrate with Y coordinates of 0, 4, 8, 10, and 12 mm, respectively. (f) Plot of the gold dot size as a function of Y
coordinates. (g) Large-area optical image of grid photoresist patterns with subwavelength line width. (h, i, j, and k) SEM images of Cr grid patterns
with gradient line widths of 675 ± 59, 556 ± 52, 255 ± 39, and 110 ± 11 nm, respectively, which were positioned at the locations with the X
coordinates of 0, 1, 3, and 5 mm, respectively. (l) Plot of the produced Cr line width as a function of X coordinates.
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feature sizes as explored above but also realizes 3D gradient
structures with spatially varying feature height (Figure 7). In
this study, it was found that the incident light would make the
photoresist underexposed when a thick positive photoresist
layer (such as 500 nm thick used here) and low exposure dose
(such as the exposure time of 2 s used here) were utilized.
Consequently, the positive photoresist at exposed areas was
partially removed after development, and therefore, nanoscale
photoresist trenches formed on the substrate. As mentioned
above, the nonuniform exposure energy resulting from the
point light source makes the center of substrate surface receive
larger exposure dose than the edges of the substrate do.
Consequently, the obtained recessed photoresist trenches in
the center were deeper than those at the edges, leading to the
formation of recessed trench patterns with gradient depth
(Figure 7b,c). For example, the positive photoresist trenches
with the depths of 100 ± 11, 160 ± 18, and 240 ± 21 nm were
produced at the edge (X coordinate = 0 mm), near the edge (X
coordinate = 4 mm), and in the center of the substrate surface
(X coordinate = 8 mm) respectively. Hence, the PDMS relief or
pillar array with spatially varying height could be replicated by
employing these photoresist patterns as molds (Figure 7d−f).
For instance, the raised PDMS reliefs with gradient heights

changed gradually from 100 ± 12 nm at the edge (X coordinate
= 0 mm) to 160 ± 20 nm near the edge (X coordinate = 4 mm)
and 240 ± 25 nm in the center of the PDMS reliefs (X
coordinate = 8 mm, Figure 7d−f).
In previously reported SPL studies, the spacing between

features can be made as small as a few nanometer because the
tips were mounted onto high-resolution piezoactuators.56

Nevertheless, the costly scanning probe platform is required
for SPL, such as PPL and BPL. In comparison with the
fabrication of large-area 2D and 3D gradient structures based
on an SPL platform,16,28,35−38 the lithographic strategy
developed here bypasses the requirement of a scanning probe
platform, making it not only simple and cost-effective but also
reliable. However, the shortcoming of this strategy is the low
density of structures achieved on surfaces because their pitch is
determined by the original chrome photomask. In future work,
the density of produced structures could be increased by
utilizing other lithographical means instead of conventional
photolithography to fabricate the silicon molds with small
feature periodicity, such as EBL and nanoimprint lithogra-
phy.23,25,57

Figure 6. Production of gradient patterns by employing gradient exposure energy resulted from light source in photolithography. (a, b, c, d, e, and f)
SEM images of positive photoresist dot arrays with the spot sizes of 95 ± 10, 273 ± 21, 349 ± 35, 508 ± 45, 308 ± 29, and 195 ± 16 nm,
respectively, which were located at the positions with X coordinates of 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 14 mm, respectively, on substrate. (g, h, i, j, k, and l) SEM
images of positive photoresist line patterns with gradient line widths of 180 ± 21, 308 ± 28, 346 ± 39, 534 ± 57, 325 ± 21, and 270 ± 19 nm,
respectively, which were at the positions with Y coordinates of 0, 2, 2.5, 4, 6, and 7 mm, respectively. (m) Plot of the obtained photoresist dot size as
a function of X coordinate. Inset, schematic illustrating the experimental condition. (n) Plot of the obtained photoresist line width as a function of Y
coordinate.
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■ CONCLUSIONS

We developed several lithographic methods to fabricate the
patterns with gradient feature size ranging from sub-100 nm to
microscale over centimeter-scale areas by utilizing a PDMS tip
array as a photomask in near-field photolithography. For the
first time, we fabricated a V-shape PDMS tip array with gradient
apex size by using simple silicon anisotropic etching and
utilized such tips to create gradient patterns in a facile, scalable,
and reliable manner. Besides 2D gradient patterns, large-area
3D gradient patterns with spatially varying feature height were
also enabled. The formation of gradient patterns was attributed
to either the gradient contact areas between tip apexes and
substrate or exposure dose gradient. Importantly, the feature
shapes of gradient patterns were not limited to dot, but also
could be extended to many other shapes, such as continuous
line and grid. Note that the patterns characteristics such as the
smallest achievable feature size and uniformity could be
programmed using different materials to make the elastomeric
arrays in the context of this reported printing method in future
work.58,59 This technique can be easily handled and accessed to

fabricate various gradient structures, so it could be optimized in
the future as a generalized micro/nanofabrication approach. It
is envisioned that this lithographic approach can be employed
to fabricate patterns of other gradients such as biochemical
gradients for a variety of biological studies (e.g., stem cells
adhesion and differentiation, tissue engineering, and cancer cell
metastasis).5,28,60−62

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT

*S Supporting Information
Schemes illustrating the steps of fabricating PDMS tip arrays
with gradient and uniform apex sizes respectively, 3D AFM
topographical images of PDMS tip array and correspondingly
produced photoresist patterns, the fabrication of gradient
patterns and uniform patterns with various shapes via contact
printing, the fabrication of gradient metal line patterns by
utilizing oblique incident light for exposure, and the generation
of silicon molds with gradient apex size using PDMS pyramidal
photomask with gradient apex size. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

Figure 7. Fabrication of 3D structures with spatially varying feature height. (a) Scheme illustrating the fabrication of patterns with gradient feature
height using exposure energy gradient. (b and c) AFM topographical images of recessed positive photoresist trenches with the depths of 160 ± 18
and 240 ± 21 nm, respectively, which were located near the edge (X = 4 mm) and in the center (X = 8 mm) of substrate. (d, e, and f) AFM
topographical images of PDMS reliefs with the heights of 100 ± 12, 160 ± 20, and 240 ± 25 nm, respectively, which were located at the positions
with X coordinates of 0, 4, and 8 mm, respectively. The PDMS reliefs in e and f were replicated from the photoresist trenches in b and c, respectively.
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